Development of a quantum dot molecularly imprinted polymer sensor for fluorescence detection of atrazine.
Atrazine is a common agricultural pesticide which has been reported to occur widely in surface drinking water, making it an environmental pollutant of concern. In the quest for developing sensitive detection methods for pesticides, the use of quantum dots (QDs) as sensitive fluorescence probes has gained momentum in recent years. QDs have attractive and unique optical properties whilst coupling of QDs to molecularly imprinted polymers (MIPs) has been shown to offer excellent selectivity. Thus, the development of QD@MIPs based fluorescence sensors could provide an alternative for monitoring herbicides like atrazine in water. In this work, highly fluorescent CdSeTe/ZnS QDs were fabricated using the conventional organometallic synthesis approach and were then encapsulated with MIPs. The CdSeTe/ZnS@MIP sensor was characterized and applied for selective detection of atrazine. The sensor showed a fast response time (5 min) upon interaction with atrazine and the fluorescence intensity was linearly quenched within the 2-20 mol L-1 atrazine range. The detection limit of 0.80 × 10-7 mol L-1 is comparable to reported environmental levels. Lastly, the sensor was applied in real water samples and showed satisfactory recoveries (92-118%) in spiked samples, hence it is a promising candidate for use in water monitoring.